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ABSTRACT	 a horizontal well, in a general case, requires three
dimensional modeling and analysis. A typical well 

Ind uction logs in sub-horizontal wells can provide 
environment might include an anisotropic layered se

important information about the prop erties of th e quence with an invaded zone. T he invasion profile 
formations. They help to characterize an invasion 

could have a 'drop-like' cross-section due to grav
profile and determine the distances to the oil-water 

ity segregat ion, where it is not necessar ily centered 
contact and remote beds . However, quantitative in

along the borehole axis and may include intrinsic 
terpretation of induction dat a in a horizontal well, 

an isotropy. An interpretation model should includ e 
in a general case, requires t hree-dimensional model

all these element s, but convent iona l, axial-coil, in
ing and analysis. Convent ional, axial-coil, induction duct ion inst rum ents expe rience difficult ies in delin
instruments face significant difficulties to accurately eating format ion and boreho le geometry and con
delineate formation and borehole geomet ry and con ductiv ity anisotropy. 
duct ivity anisotropy. In this paper we present a 

In the present paper we conduct a modeling study modeling study for a tensor instrument , comprising 
for a tensor EM induct ion inst rument composed of 

sets of three mutually orthogonal t ransmit t ing and 
mutu ally orthogonal sets of transmit ting and receiv

receiving coils. We develop the th eoretical solutio n 
ing coils. Th e govern ing principles and numerical 

based on genera lized localized approximation. It re
feasibili ty analysis for this novel induction logging alizes t he 2.5-D algorit hmic scheme, which efficient ly 
techniqu e have been stated in Bear et al. (1998), 

models th e concent ric wellborejinvasion structures 
Zhdanov et al. (2001), Alumbaugh and Wilt (2001). 

embedded in layered anisotropic formations. We 
Here we develop the modeling methods and exam

examine th e method's validity using analytical so
ine the response abilities of the induction tensor too l lutions for axially symmetric borehole and invasion pprototype in horizontal well models. We develop models. We also analyze the compatibility of mod
th em for the simulation of synthet ic induction da ta, 

els for horizontal well sit uations with the models for 
recorded by the tensor instrument in a 2.5- D dimenhighly deviated wells. The synthet ic results demon
sional model of an invaded formation in the presence st rate a very good match for dipping angles with in 
of a layered ani sotropic structure. The theoretical 

a range of 90 ± 15 degrees. 
response is calculated using a fast algorit hm, based 
on a general ized localized app roximation. We con

INTRODUCTION sider different formation mode ls, including layered 
formations with a single horizontal layer and multiTh e use of horizontal and highly deviated wells 
layered invaded zones. Our results demon st rat e t hat has significantly increased th e exploration indu st ry's 
approximate, but fit-for-purpose, solut ions provide a ability to efficient ly produce hydro carbons from the 
practical tool for fast modelin g tensor induct ion reoil and gas bearing formation s. In recent years, as 
sponses in realistic conduct ivity models. the numb er of horizontal wells has increased, more 

resear ch has been conducted to understand EM log
ging tool responses in highly deviated wells (Epov et M ODELS OF HORIZONTAL W ELLS 
al. , 1996; Anderson et al ., 1999; Rabinovich et al., 
2000; Ellis and Chiaramonte, 2000). Induct ion logs In thi s sect ion we briefly summarize the existing 
in sub-horizontal wells can provide import ant infor knowledge and describe the hypoth etical models of 
mation about the properties of the formations . How induction logging in a horizontal well. These models 
ever, quanti tat ive interp retat ion of indu ction data in are usually used in quant itat ive evaluation of logging 
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in direct ional wells with hor izontal complet ion. 
A typical highly deviated well environment may 

includ e an anisot ropic layered sequence with a non
symmetrica l invaded profile (P irson, 1983; Ransom, 
1995). In fact, the borehole space is a result of rota
tional drilling in sedimentary rock ma terial which , 
in most cases, strongly holds a cylindrical shape 
with a circular cross-section . The tool body is dis
placed from the borehole axes, since it lies at th e bot
tom of the wellbore. The invasion profile in perme
able form ations can be formed in two general ways 
depend ing on formation material properties. The 
first ty pical form of mud penet ration is generated in 
isotropic format ion due to gravity segregation. The 
cross-section of th e invasion looks like a drop-like one 
(Figure 1a). Th e second typ e of invasion can hap
pen in formations with a significant rat io of por ous 
permeab ility in lateral and vertical direction s. This 
difference in per meabi lity is caused by an intrinsic 
anisotropy or macroanisotropy in a case of th inly
laminated sand-shale sequences. The invaded pro
file in formations with such anisotropic properties 
has an elliptical cross-sect ion (Figure 1b). It may 
have a concentric layered structure as well, since the 
changes in th e borehole mud content often happened 
due to various stages and regimes of the drill ing pro
cess. A two-layer structure includin g invasion zone 
and annulus is a typical invaded profile in terrain for
mations as stated in Ransom (1995) and Anderson 
et al. (1999). 

An interpretation model of th e real recovered for
mat ions should includ e all these elements . The 
responses of convent ional, axial-coil, induct ion in
struments look quite unfamiliar in these environ
ments . The log diagrams includ e multiple polar 
ization horn s observed at bed boundaries and can
not accurately delineate the invasion charac terist ics 
and detailed properties of t he formation includ ing 
aniso tropy (Kriegshauser et al., 2000a; Cheryauka 
et al. , 2001b). We suggest that a logging instru
ment with a ten sor observation system is capable 
of delineating an isotropy parameters, a geometry of 
invasion, and the propert ies of the layered structure 
away from th e well (Zhdanov et al., 2001). 

THEORETICAL PROBLEM 

We begin with a theoretical formulat ion of an EM 
boundary value problem to model the too l response 
in a horizont al well in a layered invaded format ion. 

We define a coord inate system {z/ , y' , z' } with 
the z' - direct ion along th e tool and bor ehole lines 
(Figure 2). The t ri-ax ial t ransmitter Tx and re

ceiver Rx are locat ed in the zl- axes at t he points 
z; and z~, respectively. Consider a spat ial geome
tr y of th e 2-D model of the surrounding medium as 
a set of concentric cylindrical domains elongated in 
the z' - direct ion and embedded int o a 1-D planar 
layered host . For math ematical formulation of t he 
problem, without a loss of general ity, we can take 
into account a single cylindrica l region only. We 
will treat this cylindrical domain of different elect ric 
property as an anomalous target of a support V , con
tai ning the tool observat ion system inside . Note that 
we neglect any anomaly in magnetic prop erty. Let 
us denot e the cylinder 's cross-section area as S and 
its corresponding contour as L with the outer nor
mal n. Define also a vector-radius P in the xly'-plane 
with the origin at the zl-axes. The elect romagnet ic 
field depends on time as e- iwt . 

To provide further formulations in a compact 
form , we will cha racterize th e medium propert ies by 
a complex elect ric conductivity tensor O"(p), 

O" (p) = i(P) - iwcoc (p), (1) 

and a complex magnetic permeability tensor Ji (p), 

Ji (p) = iWJio( I + X(P)), (2) 

where i (P), c (p), and X(p) are electric conduc tivity, 
relative dielectric constant and magnetic suscept ibil
ity tensor funct ions , respect ively. Th e tensor I is the 
identi ty tensor. The coefficients co and Jio are the 
dielectric constant and the mag netic permeability of 
free space. 

Th e total elect romagnetic field vectors E , H at 
the receiver point can be expressed based on a well
known technique of volume integral equation ap
pro ach (Weidelt , 1975; Hohmann , 1975): 

E = E , + (G J E60"E )v 
(3) 

H =n, + (GJH 60"E)v , 

where the inner produ ct notation ( ... )v is used. In 
formula (3) the lower subscript 'b' denotes a back
ground electromagnetic field generated in the me
dia with the background conduct ivity O"b and mag
netic permeabili ty Ji b. The quantity 60"=0"-O"b is th e 
anom alous conduct ivity tensor , and G JE , G JH are 
th e tensor Green 's function s determined in th e back
ground model. 

The tensor Green's functions of 'elect ric-to
elect ric', G J E , and 'electric-to-magnet ic' , G J H , 

typ es satisfy the following second-order differential 
equations as determined using the same notati ons in 
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Cheryauka and Zhdanov (2001c): 

\7 Xf1-"b I \7 XGJE-iJbGJE= It5(r-ro), 
(4) 

\7 XiJ"b I\7 xGJH -f1-bGJH =\7 xiJbIIt5(r-ro ), 

and they are connected by the first Maxwell's equa
t ion, 

\7 x G JH = iJb G JE + lt5(r-ro), (5) 

where r and ro are radius-vectors of the excitation 
and measurement points and 0 is t he Dirac funct ion. 
Here we assume that th e inverse tensor functions 
iJb

I and f1- "b I always exist. 
Since the medium properties are constant in the 

z ' - direct ion, we can naturally reduce one dimension 
applying t he one-dimensional spatial t ransform in 
this direct ion. We describe the 1-D spectral Fourier 
transform by t he formulas 

!(p, Az) = (F(p, z)e-i>'z z\ , 
(6) 

F( p,z') = trr(J(p,Az)ei>'Zz' h. 

In the last formulae Az is a horizontal spatial 
wavenumbe r, the functions F and ! rep resent any 
elect romag net ic field compo nents, and a small let ter 
denotes a Fourier spectrum of the original function. 
We can substitute the distance between t ra nsmitter 
and receiver , z~ -z~, with th e transform arg ument z' ; 
and obtain the spectra of equations (3) as 

e = eb + (g JE oiJe)s 
(7) 

h = h, + (g JH oiJe) s-

The system of equations (7) is the system of rig
orous Fredholm int egral equations of the second 
kind. Conventional procedures and various approx
imate meth ods can be ap plied for solving this pro b
lem. The descript ion of th e ap propriate solvers, t he 
discussion about their modeling abilit ies, and the 
compa rative evaluations of the different algorithms 
can be found, for instance, in our recent papers: 
Zhdanov et al. (2000); Cheryauka and Zhdanov 
(2001a) . 

The mathematical and physical principles of t he 
generalized localized approach have been developed 
to obtain powerful nonlinear approximations in 3
D inhomogeneo us media (Habashy et al., 1993; Zh
danov et . al., 2000). Here we present a slight ly dif
ferent derivation with emphasis on the efficient com
putation of the nonlinear terms and the discretiza
t ion of th e resultant equations into a class of high
order expansion funct ions. 

According to the key idea of the localized ap
proach, we assume t hat the dominant contribut ion 
to the integral in equation (7) for interior points is 
produced in a vicinity where th e Green's te nsor G JE 
exhibits a singularity. We int roduce a slow varying 
tensor funct ion 0: , such that the produ ct o:-Ie is also 
a slow varying function in the int erior points of 5. 
We assume, in addition, t hat this function can de
pend on location and configuration of the source as 
well. Performing some simple algebraic man ipula
t ions, we obtain an approximate quantity from (7) 
as 

e ~ eb+ (gJEOiJ O:)So:- Ie , (8) 

or, equivalent ly, 
e ~ Aeb' (9) 

where 
A- I = I - (gJEOiJO:)So:-l. (10) 

The choice of the function 0: is based on th e idea of 
simplifing the kernel evaluation in (10) while retain
ing th e accuracy of approximation (9). Under these 
requirements the kernel can be simplified in some 
way, or, even, the dimension of the inner product 
in (10) can be reduced. By choosing a different 0:, 

one can const ruct the different approximations (9). 
However, the det ailed math emat ical analysis of this 
approach lies beyon d the framework of the present 
paper and may constitute the subject of a separate 
study. 

Here we consider the simplest case where the ten
sor funct ion 0: is constant and is equal to the identi ty 
tensor 1. Thus, the tensor A becomes a form of the 
depolari zation tensor I' as it was int roduced in a 3-D p
case by Habashy et al. (1993): 

A- I =r-I =I - (gJEoiJ)s , (11) 

which is source independent and is a function of the 
medium prope rty distribut ions only. Assuming t hat 
anomalous conduct ivity t ensor OiJ is a constant diag
onal tensor within 5, we can rewrite (11) as follows: 

A- I = 1- OiJ(gJE) s-

Applying equation (5) to the spectra gJE and gJH, 
we can rewrite expression (11) as 

JH A-I = I - OiJiJ"bI (\7*x g - o(p - Po))s 
(12) 

= iJbI [0" - 00"(\7* x gJH)sJ , 

where operator \7* denotes a spectrum of the pro
ject ion of \7 in the Fourier t ransform domain defined 
by (6). 
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We can use now the Stokes' theorem and trans
form th e surface int egral in (12) int o the contour 
integral 

O"bA - 1 = 0" - oO" (n xgJHh . (13) 

Here L is the contour surrounding the area 5, and 
n is t he outer normal to L , correspondingly. 

The resultant magnetic field at the receiver can be 
obtained by using formulas (6), (7), (9), and (13): 

1 ., (' ' ) H = H , + -(h e'''' Z'-Zr ) (14) 27r a >. ' 

where 
h a = (g JH Ajb }S 

(15) 
ouA- 1 = U - oO" (n x gJH}L ' 

and j b= Ubeb is a spect rum of the electric current in 
the background medium. 

The more complicated models of the invaded pro
file may include several concentric cylindrica l sur
faces. This feature will require calculation of the 
quant it ies h a and A as the sums over domains with 
the constan t conductivity 00". Since all integrals 
in (14)-(15) are regular, we can easily ap ply the 
quadratures based on high order expansion func
tions. 

In the following sect ions we present th e modeling 
study for the prototype of a tens or induction inst ru
ment comprising set s of three mutually orth ogonal 
transmit ting and receiving coils. We examine the 
tool response and compare it with th e results ob
tained by the analyt ical solution. The models of a 
circular wellbor e and axially symmet ric invaded zone 
are used. The last paragraph of this sect ion deals 
with the est imat ion of the influence of th e well's de
viation at high dipp ing angles on t he too l signals. 
We consider the differences between the synthetic 
data calculated in well models using deviated and 
hor izontal traj ectories. 

MODELING OF WELLBORE 

First , we model the induction tool response in the 
presence of a circular borehole space. Consider a 
too l compo sed of point magnetic transmit ting and 
receiving coils with a spacing of 1 m and coil orien
tations which are parallel to the borehole axis. This 
hypothetical device has the moment 1 Am2 and op
erates at a frequency 20 KHz . The wellbore and 
out er host formation are characterized by the radius 
0.1 m and th e resistivity 10 Ohm -m, respect ively. 
The resist ivity of the wellbore varies in th e range 

[0.1- 100] Ohm- m. The tool device is cente red at 
th e borehole axis. 

Figure 3 shows the anomalous magnet ic field re
sponse calculated by the analyt ical solut ion (solid 
line) and nonlinear approx imation algorithm (mark
ers). The tool response in the homogeneous for
mation without the borehole space is used as a re
sponse in the background medium. The in-phase 
and quadrature signal component s are demonst rated 
at the left an d right frames of Figure 3, respectively. 
The analyti c and approximate results have an excel
lent match within the whole resistivity range. 

Compr ising a 3-coil induction ar ray with an addi
tional bucking coil is a conventional way to compen
sate the signal cont ribut ion from a borehole space. 
In Figures 4-5 we numerically examine the response 
from the 3-coil M zH z and M xH x arrays with th e 
spacings 1/ 0.75 m and the moments of the 2-coil 
probes 1/-0.421875 Am2 • The operational frequency 
and the model parameters of the medium are th e 
same as for th e previous experiment (see Figure 3). 
The total response is norm alized by the too l response 
value in the homogeneous formation. The wellbor e 
compensation for M zH z array can be reached with 
a relat ive accuracy of less t hat 4 % in th e whole 
pract ical range of the borehole and format ion re
sist ivit ies. The compensat ion for M xH x works well 
for in-phase magnetic field component only. For pre
cise compensation of t he qua drature component the 
more detail tool design should be applied. 

MODELING OF INVADED ZONE 

Next , we exte nd the model, adding an axially sym
metric invaded zone. The goal for the following two 
numerical tests consists in checking the modeling 
ability of the nonlin ear approximat e algorithm, and, 
second , in analyzing the effect of a broad invasion. 

We consider a part icular sit ua tion with the in
vasion of the constant resist ivity value within th e 
circular cylindrical segment p E [0.1- 1.0] m. Th e 
background model includes the borehole of resist iv
ity 1 Ohm-m , th e radius 0.1 m and the outer for
mation of resistivi ty 10 Ohm-m . The resistivity of 
the invaded zone is suppose d to be varied between 
the resistivity values of t he wellbore and format ion. 
The 2-coil tool pro totype, as per the previous ex
periment describ ed by Figure 3, has the spacing 1 
m , th e moment 1 Am2 , and operates at 20 KHz . 
In Figure 6 the matching between the analytic (th e 
solid lines) and approxima te (the diamond markers) 
dat a is shown for the in-ph ase and quadrature com
ponent s of th e anomalous magnetic field. One can 
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see th at the approximate algorit hm still works pre
cisely for the ent ire resistivity interval of th e broad 
invasion. 

The 3-coil Mz Hz and MxHx induction array 
configurat ions an d the medium mode l, chosen above, 
are used to obtain the results demonstrated in Fig
ures 7-8. The signal is normalized by th e signal 
in the background model with the presence of the 
borehole. One can see that the compensation of the 
broad invasion is very limited and exists if the re
sistivity contrast between invasion and host forma
tio n is qu ite low. If we assume that the invasion 
resistivity is close to the resistivity of the borehole 
mud (the left-side abscissa values), the ratios of the 
tool responses for these 3-coil syste ms tend to 3.5-4.5 
for the corresponding signal components . Thus, t he 
compensation fails for broad conduct ive invasions , 
and th e signal cont ribution from the invasion be
comes an important subject in well logging studies . 

M OD ELIN G IN A N ISOT ROP IC LAY
ERED FORMATIONS 

To describe the spatial orientation of t he too l with 
the tri-axial observation system, we define two 
Cartesian coord inate systems. The first system 
{x, y ,x}, the medium coordinate frame, character
izes the vertically transverse isotropic (VTI) model 
with the z-direction, which is per pendicular to t he 
layer 'S beddings (Figure 9a). We call th e distances 
along the z - and the fixed lateral, say, x - directions 
as the t rue vert ical depth and the true horizontal 
distance. The orientations of the tool's transmit
t ing and receiving coils lie along the basic vectors of 
the primed coordinate system [z",u',z '}, the instru
ment coord inate frame, which is different in a well 
deviat ed with respect to th e perpend icular vector to 
the layer boundaries (Figure 9b). Th e , comp onent 
of the magnetic field response due to the transmit
ter dipole oriented in the (3 direction (th e quanti
t ies M {3 H " (3, ,=x', y', Zl) measured at the inst ru
ment coordinate system can be expressed in terms of 
the medium coordinate system using the coordinate 
t ransformation with the corresponding rotat ion ma
trix (Zhdanov et al., 2001). In this st udy, we assume 
t hat th e coordinate t ransformat ion is described by 
dip angle a only, the angle between the z ' - and 
z - axis in the xz -plane . Hence, any vector e in the 
medium {x , y, z} system can be represented through 
its coordinates given in the inst rument {x', y', Z/} 
system as 

cosa 0 sina ) 
/e = ~ 0 0 e . (16) 

( - szna 0 cosa 

In Figure 10 we consider a gener ic 3-layer mode l 
with a directional well of varying dip angle a. The 
tool response through the sand reservoir with over
laying shale at t he top and gas-oil contact at the 
bottom is simulated. For simplicity, we use 1-D 
modeling in the layered formations, ignoring com
pletely the borehole and invasion effects. This for
mulation is appropriate for geosteering purposes uti
lizing while-drilling measurements (MWD), where 
the invasion effect is negligible (Rab inovich et al., 
2000). For postdrilling logging with wireline in
duction too ls, the invasion complicates the model
ing situation in deviated wells, making it fully 3-D 
(Kriegshauser et al., 2000b). The 2-D horizontal well 
model can simplify th is problem if th e well deviat ion 
is close to horizontal, i.e. t he dip angle is equal to 
90 degrees. 

The results of exam ining the compatibility of hor
izontal well modeling in highly deviated well pat hs 
are shown in Figures 11-12 for the constant trajec
tor ies with dip angles of 75 and 85 degrees. We 
simulate two series of logs with the tensor tool and 
compare the response for the deviated well (the 
solid and dotted lines) and the response for the 
horizontal well (the circle markers) calculated us
ing the Green 's tenso r library (Cheryauka and Zh
danov, 200lc). The positions of the too l's midbase 
points coincide for both models. The tool proto
type configuration, as it was used before , includes p
the spacing 1 m, the moment 1 Am 2 , and operat
ing frequency 20 kHz . In Figures 11-12 we demon
st rate t he signals at the co-parallel component con
figurat ions MxHx, MyHy, Mz Hz and combined re
sponses from the cross-component configurations 
(MxHz - MzH x)/2. The last quantities show the 
best mat ch of th e results for high values of t he dip 
angle a . One can see t hat the horizontal well app rox
imation is adequat e for replacing with t he deviat ed 
well model for th e dip angle range [900 ± 150] . The 
largest differences in the logs occur at the vicinities 
of 'polarization horns' near the intersections of the 
interfaces between high-contrast media. However , in 
real formations there are usually smooth transition 
zones instead of sharp blocky boundaries. Hence, 
for practical situations we expect better agreement 
of the curves when the tool t ransits the layer bed
dings. 

The well t ra jectory with a varying dip angle pro
duced by directional drilling can have a complicated 
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but smooth enough form to simulate it with a set of 
constant dipping int ervals. In our next test, we com
pose the trajectory with five paths of constant devia
tion of 70, 75,80,85, an d 90 degrees as shown in Fig
ure 10. We demonstrate the responses of the same 
tool component configurations in Figure 13. T he 
logs for the in-phase (the dotted line) and quadra
tur e (the solid line) parts of the mag netic field are 
shown with respect to the true horizont al distance. 
The modeling curves exh ibit the 'horn-like' effect s 
when the well cuts both boundaries. 

Analyzing the behavior of the synt het ic curves, 
t he appearance of changes in form ation properties 
in the vertical and/ or horizontal directions can be 
pr edict ed. Thus, this knowledge will be very useful 
while plan ning wells, on-line t racing of the layer 's 
beds, gas-o il-water contacts, an d, otherwise, obtain
ing t he det ailed posit ioning of a well using tensor 
logging data. 

CONCLUSIONS 

In th is work we have carried out the modeling study 
on tensor ind uction logging in subhor izontal wells. 
The int erpretation mod els of highly deviated and 
hori zontal wells are more complicated in compari
son with models of vertical wells and can include a 
non centered tool locat ion within the wellbo re, non
symmet ric invasion profile, etc. In the deviated well 
t here are significant contributions to the tool re
sponse from the surface galvanic charges located at 
layer boundar ies and volume charges due to the pres
ence of formation an isotropy. 

We develop the t heoretical solution base d on a 
generalized localized ap proximation, which is able to 
mod el concentric wellbore /i nvasion structures em
bedded in layered an isotropic formations. We check 
th e validity of the 2.5-D algorit hm using the ana
lyti cal solutions for an ax ially symmetric borehole 
an d invasion zone. The theoretical data for a hori
zontal well shows a very good compatibility, utili z
ing multicomponent observations by ten sor logging, 
with the data computed for a dev iated well model 
wit h dipping angle of 75 degrees and higher. Our 
synthetic results demonstrate that approximate but 
fit-for-p urpose solutions can provide a pract ical tool 
for fast modeling tensor ind uction tool responses in 
realistic 3-D conductivity models. 
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Longitudinal view 

Undisturbed layered formation 

,.3. - wellbore 

invasion 

annulus 

a) b) 

F igure 1: The struct ural elements of a horizo ntal well model are the tool body space, the wellbore, the 
invasion profile, and layered anisot ropic formation. T he models of invaded profiles: the "drop-like" invaded 
zone due to grav ity segregat ion (a) and th e elliptical invaded zone in a permeable anisot ropic formation (b). 
The invaded zone can include several cylindrica l layers as a result of changes in the drilling regime. T he 
two-layer st ructure (invasion and annulus) is a ty pical invaded profile in terrain format ions (Ransom, 1995). 

z' 

n 

F igure 2: The mathematical model of a horizontal well. A 2-D model's geometry can consist of a set 
of cylindrical and planar interfaces extended along the z' - direction. Th e shape of the cylindrical body 
is described by volume V, cross-section area S and contou r of cross-section L. Vector p is defined at th e 
x'yl - plane. The tri-axial induction transmitter Tx and receiver Rx ar e located on the z'-axis at points z~ 

and z~, respect ively. 
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F igure 3: The modeling of a borehole: the comparison between th e anomalous magnetic fields calculated 
by the analyt ic solution (the solid lines) and nonlinear approximat ion (the circles). 
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F igure 4: Borehole compensation with t he 3-coil M zHz induction too l. 
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F igure 5: Borehole compensation with the 3-coil M x H x indu ction tool. 
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Figure 9: The tensor induction tool in a layered aniso tropic formation: the mode l coordi nate system 
{x, y, z } (a) and the inst rum ent coordinate system {x ' , y' , z' }. 
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F igure 10: The model of the 3-layer anisotropic formation and dir ectional well of varying dipping angle. 
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F igure 11: The tensor logs in the 3-layer anisot ropic model and deviat ed well of 75°. The two parts of the 
magnet ic field (the in-phase and quadr ature components) are calculated by using the code for a deviated 
well (the dotted and solid lines) and the code for a hor izontal well (the circles). 
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F igure 12: The tensor logs in the 3-layer anisotropic model and deviated well of 85°. The two part s of the 
magnet ic field (the in-phase and quadrature components ) are calculated by using the code for a deviated 
well (the dot ted and solid lines) and th e code for a horizontal well (the circles). 
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F igure 13: T he tensor logs in t he subhorizontal well with varying dipping angles. The top frame shows p 
the t rajectory and t he locat ions of the formation boundari es. The four frames below demonstrate t he tool 
responses for the tool component configurations M xHx , (MxHz - MzHx )j2,MyH y, and Mz Hz. The 
in-ph ase and quadrature parts of t he magnetic field are shown by the dashed and solid lines, respectively. 
The magnetic field in air is subt racted from the total signals. 
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